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Maximizing marketing dollars and better understanding your customer’s  
decision-making process is critical in the competitive automotive marketplace.  

Get started to optimize your digital traffic and increase your sales potential.

Consumers who buy cars follow the traditional purchase path from awareness to consideration to 
searching dealer inventory to trial (test drive) and purchase. Over time, they may also be loyal to a 
brand and tell their friends about it (advocacy). So which elements along this purchase path, now 
interwoven with the world of online, can be measured today?

What has been missing, however, has been the ability to measure the impact of something driving 
awareness and consideration all the way down to the purchase.
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Automotive Attribution: Fundamentals and Future

Awareness can be measured with estimated impressions 
from billboards, radio spots, and online advertising to see if 
consumers are aware of your dealership

Consideration can be measured from web form inquiries, online 
chats, and phone calls tracked back to your website. Online 
analytics can show which page spurred the lead and how a 
consumer arrived at that page. And there are new tools that 
allow for geo-targeting by location and connect with consumers 
both on desktop and mobile devices

Trial is best measured as traffic to the showroom for test drives is 
a key indicator of purchase interest, as the consideration deepens

Conversion to purchase is measured easily at the dealer

Advocacy includes soft variables like social media followers and 
likes as a common way to measure brand advocacy and fans, 
and also spark awareness of a new product
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Back to School Advertising Optimization Guide

Results from investment actions
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Source: AutoHook’s incentive-based targeting

But that has changed. When a consumer visits your 
website, they are already into consideration of your 
product. But how do you get them to move from interest 
to intent? Tools like AutoHook’s Web2Show provide 
incentives to in-market consumers to visit your showroom. 
This investment is trackable through its partnership with 
Polk (now IHS Automotive) sales data. “Purchase analysis 
reports provide auto dealers and OEMs the evidence they 
need for improved business decisions, “said Brad Korner, 
VP, Automotive Retail & Media at IHS Automotive. “Armed 
with this information, dealers and OEM representatives can 
determine, on a monthly basis, exactly what is performing 
well and identify areas where they need to improve.” 

That is attribution. Transparent results from  
investment actions.

Example results from AutoHook’s incentive-based  
targeting include:
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63% of car shoppers have engaged in “showrooming,” when comparing cars at other dealers

33% going elsewhere based on a mobile ad they saw while shopping for a car

51% indicate they use their mobile device to look up information related to price,  
payments, and offers

Cars.com and analytics-company Placed conducted a study of 
100,000 consumers in the U.S. in January of 2014 and found that:
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Average show rate are 32% (above the 17% industry average)

Average overall close rates from showroom visitors of 60% 

Average overall close rates from internet lead of 19% (above the 12% industry average)

Average cost per sale is less than $85


